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Fellowmind
at a glance

// ~2,100 employees

// 6 countries

// 40 offices

// 299 MEUR Revenue (2022)

Big enough to cope, small 
enough to care.
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Today: Favelas in Rio de Janeiro



Tomorrow: Manhattan



Data, analytics, and BI 
projects in general are not 

exactly a success story.



Neither are 
integration projects.



Not enough companies 
are doing AI or ML stuff.



How do you need 
to think about data?



Soon all data will be real-time



Why am I qualified to speak here today?
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1993, IBM PC:s and an Adidas network
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Networked computers had existed since the 70:s



Integration tools made it a lot easier to make a mess
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Data Warehouse has entered the chat…



Then came integration tools with ready made adapters
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The next silver bullet: Data Platforms
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What is next for data?



Business happens in real-time



The promise of real-time data platforms

Democratize access to consume and produce both transactional 
and analytical real-time data, in the language of the business, for 
the following purposes:

• ML, BI & Analytics

• App development

• API:s for interacting with data and logic

• Generative AI, the UI of the future

• Effective use of low-code and no-code tools

• Integrations

Actionable data does not equal only analytics and must include 
the capability to both read and change data in real-time.
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A Data Platform is more 
than just technology

• The Data platform is an investment supporting the business strategy

• The need and drive for a Data Platform should come from a 
chosen business strategy

• A successful Data Platform implementation:

• All of the company’s data usage goes through the Data Platform! 
Both reading, updating and creating data

• A Data Platform involves all users and producers of data: Analytics, 
Reporting, ERPs, App, Integrations…

• A well-formed Data Strategy positions the Data Platform correctly in 
the organization.

• A data strategy helps to make commitments toward the goals of 
the Data Platform

• All organization parts have a common goal in making data into a 
usable product

• A continuous Data Governance process ensures that the Data 
Platform has high quality data that is well documented and 
understood by the organization

• High quality data needs clearly stated owners

• All stakeholders need a common business and data terminology
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Streaming Data 

• Streaming data is the continuous flow of data generated by 
various sources. By using stream processing technology, data 
streams can be processed, stored, analyzed, and acted upon as 
it's generated in real-time.

• The term "streaming" is used to describe continuous, never-
ending data streams with no beginning or end, that provide a 
constant feed of data that can be utilized/acted upon without 
needing to be downloaded first.

• Similarly, data streams are generated by all types of sources, in 
various formats and volumes. From applications, networking 
devices, and server log files, to website activity, banking 
transactions, and location data, they can all be aggregated to 
seamlessly gather real-time information and analytics from a 
single source of truth.
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ETL / ELT in batches:

Data streams:



Events as a foundation for software 
architecture

"Event-driven architecture (EDA) is a design paradigm in which a software component 
executes in response to receiving one or more event notifications."

- Gartner

• A business event can be defined as a significant occurrence or change in data, 
expressed in a way that holds meaning for the business.

• Examples can include a customer order being approved an invoice getting paid, or a 
customer exceeding their credit limit.

• Events are a much better integration trigger than scheduled or data change-based 
integrations

• An event-driven architecture (EDA) is a way of building systems that rely on business 
events to trigger actions. 

• Solutions built this way, rather than the classic “snapshot -of-data”-style, give greater 
flexibility for adding new features and behaviors. 

• This makes EDA very well suited for companies that want to continuously improve their 
solutions and respond rapidly to new requirements and changes in the business 
environment.
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Data as a Product

Data as a Product refers to the approach of treating data as a valuable, user-centric asset that is owned, maintained, and continuously 
improved by dedicated teams, ultimately fostering efficient and data-driven decision-making within organizations.

What are the benefits of this?

Ownership & accountability - Encourages responsibility for data quality, security, and usability

User-centric design - Focuses on end-users' needs, driving accessibility and data-driven decision making

Standardization & interoperability - Common standards enable seamless integration and collaboration

Decentralization & scalability - Empowers teams, distributing workload and avoiding bottlenecks

Continuous improvement - Lifecycle approach ensures regular updates based on user feedback

Discoverability - Well-documented, cataloged data products reduce duplication and save time

Reusability - Promotes building on existing data products, reducing redundant efforts and saving resources



Modelling data into Products

Data modeling end-users' needs over source system structure, often involving data transformation, aggregation, or enrichment to create a 
user-friendly representation that promotes reusability across the organization.

Raw data Modelled data



Self-service access to data products

Data Products can be exposed in different was, but they must be 
published in a catalog.

Formats may include:

• Streaming data

• API:s, for example as GraphQL or REST

• Ready-made data models in PowerBI or Qlik
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Design the platform around capabilities
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Design the platform around capabilities
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SugarCRM
ServiceMAX
Oracle HCM

Alfabet
M3

KACE
AD

…

Power Apps

SugarCRM
ServiceMAX
M3
…

Portals
Power BI 
Qlik



What were the tangible 
improvements?



Improved integration 
capabilities
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How did we improve integrations?

Incoming data

• No more point-to-point.

• Integrations focus only on the technical part of connecting a 
system to the platform.

• Incoming data can now be reused, because it no longer is 
connected to who or what is going to use it.

Outgoing data

• No more point-to-point.

• Since there is a common format in the platform, any data 
mapping etc. is focused on the needs of the receiving system.

• No need for the integration to understand where the data comes 
from, or if it a combination of different sources.
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And if there is more complexity?

Sure, any inherent complexity in either the source or destination 
data needs to be managed.

Incoming data

• Removing point-to-point –based designs lets the incoming data 
part focus on whatever the source complexity is. Case on the 
right, deep data structures where many data entities are 
embedded within each other.

• Incoming data is broken out into separate units, and each unit 
becomes a source of its own, bringing us back to reusable 
entities.

Outgoing data

• The data products can be freely combined to create whatever 
structures the destination system needs.

• No changes are needed to the source systems or the data 
products.
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Internal and External API:s
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API:s for reading and changing data

• Data in a data platform is be accessed through API:s. These API:s can support 
different technologies, for example:

• “Traditional” database connections (they are a form of API as well)

• Web Services and REST-style API:s

• GraphQL for querying across several API:s

The reason why they need to exist in different technical formats is that they can be 
consumed for different purposes, and by tools with different technical capabilities.

• For such data that can be changed, separate API:s are typically exposed for that.

• API:s that change data don’t do so by changing the data directly. They perform the 
changes through whatever source system produced the data to begin with.

• This means that change is always asynchronous

• Regardless of how an API is accessed, and which technology is used, it needs to be 
protected and governed. This is both a process and a technology problem, and for 
the technology part an API Gateway is typically used for API Management.
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Support for low-code tools
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The app gap challenge

500 million 

new apps will be built in the next 5 years – more than all 
apps built in the last 40 years! 1

5x 

faster demand for mobile apps than IT departments can 
deliver. 2

86% 

of organizations struggle to find technical talent to build 
applications. 3
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1 IDC FutureScape: Worldwide IT Industry 2020 Predictions. Doc # US 45599219, October 2019
2 Gartner, How to Deliver Enterprise Mobile Apps Faster – 2017
3 Patrick Moorhead, Microsoft goes all-in on hybrid Cloud and Edge at Ignite 2019, citing Indeed survey, Forbes.com, Nov 2019 



$16.1 billion

$21.6 billion

$28.5 billion

$37.6 billion

$49.8 billion

$64.2 billion

$84.8 billion

2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027

A good API layer is crucial for low-code tools

• Because of the nature of the events, it is possible to 
connect new event consumers without having to add a 
lot of complexity to the architecture, or without having to 
rely on outside contractors to build new functionality. 

• This is one of the largest benefits of an EDA; the ability 
to add new capabilities without having to make 
changes to the existing solution.

• There are hundreds, if not thousands, of low-code tools 
available today. More are appearing every month, and it 
will take a good while for the field to settle. We 
recommend not overdoing the tool selection process, 
you should be focusing on short-term wins. 

• If a solution is quick to build with a low-code tool it 
doesn’t really matter if you have to rebuild it a couple 
of years later – you will still have benefited greatly 
from it.
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Source: Gartner 2021, Markets and Markets 2020, Bradessence Market Research 2021
Growth at 31,9% CAGR



Process Mining
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Why talk about Process Mining?

• From a Data Platform architecture point of view: Prioritizing core 
systems from a process digitalization point of view.

• From a tech point of view: The data usage methods are highly
reminiscent of what you do in BI/Analytics cases or in Lean 
implementation initiatives.

• Process Mining taps into a wide array of your systems. The data 
mining part should be considered as a possible benefit of the 
common data platform implementation.
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Process Mining

• Your processes might not work like you think they do. For 
example:

• There is an underlying pattern or process for your order 
handling that you did not know exists

• A buyer does not follow your formal and predefined 
procurement process (Maverick buying)

• Your predefined process is not performing as well as 
expected due to bottlenecks in your order delivery process

• From a Data Platform architecture point of view: Prioritizing core 
systems from a process digitalization point of view.

• From a tech point of view: Analyze the data that is already 
flowing through your platform

• Process Mining taps into a wide array of your systems. The data 
mining part should be part of the common data effort!
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The 4 Key States of Process Mining
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Collect Discovery Enhancement Monitoring

Process Mining

Time-stamped event log
data from key 

transactional systems

Data of real
processes as they 
actually happen

Enhance processes
to optimize business 

outcomes

Monitor changes for 
further

improvement



Key to Process Mining: Discovery

• Discovering your process based on the 
event log data

• Are there any bottlenecks and why?

• What are the most common paths in 
your process? 

• Processes often have variants that are 
deviations from your optimal or most 
effective path

• Analyzing process variants can reveal 
underlying causes of process friction 
and points for improvement
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Generative AI and 
the need for data
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The only true constant in life is change…
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What kind of change are we talking about?



With great hype comes great disappointment 



AI changes how we interact with computers and data





25 years ago, e-commerce blew up brick-and-mortar stores



How do we turn this into an opportunity?



Onboarding / HR 
assistant
Ask any questions about the 

company with a simple 
multilingual chat function.

✓ Improved onboarding 
experience

✓ All information under one 

system

✓ Improved content 
management

CASE EXAMPLE



Expert customer 
service assistant
Website visitor for example can 

ask any questions about your 
products from a chat bot – even 
tough techical ones that usually 
need a separate person to 
handle. All this can be built on 

top of an existing web shop. 

✓ Improved service quality

✓ Always up-to-date 
information

✓ Enhanced customer 

experience

CASE EXAMPLE



Demo



How do you prepare for an uncertain future?





”The best way to predict the 
future is to invent it”
Alan Kay
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+46 70 228 3710
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